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Then resize or crop the recording and set the GIF quality
before exporting it to share with others. Or, if you want to
pay less attention to the time, FuzzyTime turns your clock
into a phrase like half past noon for a less precise clock
that’s a bit less stressful. Tell Amphetamine to not turn off
for the next minutes or hours—or as long as one specific app
is running—and it’ll do everything to keep your Mac running as
long as you want.
That’s handy—but the main reason to install Itsycal is for a
quick way to see next Tuesday’s date at a glance. Some of the
top comments are often people asking about the wallpaper.
Also, remember that live wallpapers are supported on iPhone
6s, 7, 7 Plus, 8, 8 Plus, iPhone X, Xs, Xs Max, Xr, 11 and 11
Pro.
If you are applying animated backgrounds to your phone, then
expect the battery to drain somewhat faster, and animations
won’t work when your iPhone is in low power mode. You can
preview the wallpaper on your lock screen and home screen by
simply clicking on the wallpaper of your choice. Here you can
find wallpapers of your favorite football team, comic hero,
and vintage art as well. Create a collage with different
wallpapers given in the app. Icon Skins & Themes app is
designed for wallpaper enthusiasts who love to wrap their
smartphones in a vibrant and unique look.

Viewlens gives you the ability to magnify any area of
your desktop.
Database .NET is a powerful and intuitive free multiple
database management tool.
CTI Text Encryption is a freeware text encryption and
decryption tool.
XAMPP is a completely free, easy to install Apache
distribution containing MariaDB, PHP, and Perl.
Playnite is an Open Source manager and launcher for
video games with support for Steam, Battle.net, Origin,
GOG, and Uplay through a sleek, unified interface.
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productivity. Check our roundup of 14 tools to avoid
distraction and stay focused for similar tools for mobile,
web, and Windows. Another simple way to record GIFs of your
screen is Recordit , which lets you drag your mouse over a
section of your screen then record it, more like taking a
traditional screenshot. Either way, GIF Brewery is a great way
to make a GIF of whatever’s on your screen. It can record any
section of your screen or turn an existing video into a GIF.

Best Cad Software Available For
Linux
You can’t search through menu items or use them from your
keyboard, though—and it often glitches in full-screen apps or
external monitors. Whenever you want to view other menubar
apps, click the Bartender icon to switch the menubar to your
hidden icons. It’s also designed for keyboard productivity—you
can set keywords to search through your menubar apps by name
and then use your keyboard to access any options in all of
your menubar apps. Emoji aren’t just a way to reply to text
messages—they can be productivity tools, too. Even if you’re
not a writer, much of our days are spent writing emails,
reports, presentations, and more.

It can still turn off your monitor if you want, keeping just
the computer itself active. You need somewhere to keep track
of all your work and home projects, organize your ideas, and
plan for the future—while still helping you know what needs to
be done next, today. Things is a to-do list unique designed to
do all of that. It shows the date in your menubar—including
time and day of the week, if you want—along with a calendar of
the
full
month
and
surrounding
dates
if
quicktime.downloadsdb.com/ you click on it. Underneath, it
shows upcoming appointments from your built-in Calendar app,
with a + button to add new appointments in a separate window.

